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Abstract. Machine learning is rapidly becoming one of the most im-
portant technology for malware traffic detection, since the continuous
evolution of malware requires a constant adaptation and the ability to
generalize [22]. However, network traffic datasets are usually oversized
and contain redundant and irrelevant information, and this may dra-
matically increase the computational cost and decrease the accuracy of
most classifiers, with the risk to introduce further noise.
We propose two novel dataset optimization strategies which exploit and
combine several state-of-the-art approaches in order to achieve an effec-
tive optimization of the network traffic datasets used to train malware
detectors. The first approach is a feature selection technique based on
mutual information measures and sensibility enhancement. The second
is a dimensional reduction technique based autoencoders. Both these ap-
proaches have been experimentally applied on the MTA-KDD’19 dataset,
and the optimized results evaluated and compared using a Multi Layer
Perceptron as machine learning model for malware detection.
Keywords: Malware Traffic Detection · Machine Learning · Dataset
Optimization · Dimensional Reduction · Feature Selection · Mutual In-
formation.
1 Introduction
Machine learning (as well as any statistical methodology) faces a formidable
problem when dealing with highdimensional data. Indeed, redundant informa-
tion and variables that are not relevant for a specific classification task can
dramatically increase the computational cost and decrease the accuracy of most
classifiers [18]. Therefore, typically the number of input variables needs to be
decreased before such methodologies can be successfully applied [35]. This oper-
ation, that we shall refer to as dataset optimization in the rest of the paper, has
three important advantages: to prevent the so called “curse of dimensionality”
[19], to increase the computational efficiency of the classifiers [28], also reducing
the overfitting probability [10] and eases the analysis and visualization of the
data [6].
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This is especially true in the context of malware traffic detection, where ma-
chine learning-powered traffic classification is rapidly becoming the only tech-
nique capable to effectively counteract the continuous evolution of malware, but
the number of possible features that may be taken into account to classify the
traffic is huge and thus the datasets are often high-dimensional.
Generally speaking, dataset optimization can be accomplished in two differ-
ent ways: by selecting only the most relevant variables from the original dataset
(Feature Selection, FS), or by deriving a smaller set of new variables, as a com-
bination of the original ones [36].
Researchers have proposed many algorithms to measure the feature relevance
and perform feature selection. Among them, the most promising ones seems to
be based on Mutual Information (MI) [21], but MI can be exploited in many
different ways with different results. As an example, Balagani and Phoha [3]
present an analysis of three well-known algorithms, namely mRMR [16], MIFS
[4] and CIFE [1], concluding that they make highly restrictive assumptions on
the underlying data distributions. However, Brown et al. [7] after comparing a
number of different algorithms, suggest that JMI [5] and mRMR should be an
optimal choice for feature selection.
On the other hand, recently, autoencoders (AE) have shown promising results
in extracting effective features from high-dimensional datasets. As an example,
Shuyang et al. [39] propose a new algorithm for autoencoder-guided feature
selection which tries to distinguish the task-relevant and task-irrelevant features.
Kai et al. [14] exploit AEs to choose the highly-representable features commonly
used in a neural network for unsupervised learning. Finally, an hybrid use of
AEs applied to feature selection is shown in [15], which combines autoencoder
regression and group lasso tasks.
In this paper we define and compare two novel dataset optimization strategies
which exploit and combine several of the state-of-the-art approaches described
above in order to achieve an effective optimization of the network traffic datasets
used to train malware detectors.
In particular, we first develop an hybrid wrapper-filter FS strategy that tries
to find the best possible subset of features with respect to a target classifier
performance choosen as predictor. The naive approach to such kind of so-called
wrapper strategy is to perform an exhaustive search (i.e, experiment all the pos-
sible variables subsets), thus it tends to be computationally expensive, and often
impractical when the number of variables to take into account is large. On the
other hand, the proposed solution limits the subset space to explore by ranking
the features through classifier-independent metrics, in particular mutual infor-
mation (MI), as common in filter strategies, to strongly limit the computation
complexity.
The second optimization approach presented performs Dimensional Reduc-
tion (DR) in order to remove inconsistent and irrelevant information from the
dataset [25]. DR techniques are related to FS in that both methods aim at feed-
ing fewer input variables to the predictive model. The difference is that FS selects
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features to keep or remove from the dataset, whereas DR creates a projection of
the data resulting in entirely new variables.
In particular, our approach makes use of an autoencoder (AE) [17] which
maps (compresses) the original variables in a smaller space through nonlinear
combinations, and this allows us to remove a certain amount of useless infor-
mation while, at the same time, generating derived, more informative variables.
Indeed, it is well known that the learning performances of any classification algo-
rithm are more positively influenced by the expressiveness of the features rather
than by their number.
We use the MTA-KDD’19 dataset [24] as a benchmark for the FS and the
DR approaches, since it has a sufficiently large number of features (33) and it
has already obtained excellent classification results (99.73%). Moreover, as far
as we are aware, the MTA-KDD’19 is the only public dataset aimed solely at
determining malware traffic based on statistical flow analysis and which offers a
constantly updated traffic collection. Most of the other public datasets are very
specific to, e.g., Android or IoT malware, and sometimes based on the static
analysis of executable payloads.
2 Feature Selection through Mutual Information
Fig. 1. Feature Selection methods.
Feature Selection methods can be grouped into two broad categories: classifier-
independent (filters) and classifier-dependent (wrappers and embedded methods)
(see Fig. 1).
Filters are based upon classifier-independent metrics such as distance, corre-
lation, mutual information and consistency, which are used to rank each
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feature and remove the least ones. These methods are effective in term of
time computation and give robustness to the overfitting phenomenon [13].
Wrappers search the space of feature subsets, using the accuracy of a par-
ticular classifier as the measure of feasibility of a candidate subset. Such an
approach allows to detect the possible interactions between variables [29] and
select only the most relevant, non-redundant subset. However, it also has the
disadvantage of a considerable computational cost, and may produce subsets
that are overly specific to a specific classifier [7]. As a result, any change in
the learning model is likely to make the feature set sub optimal.
Embedded methods exploit the structure of specific classes of learning models
to guide the feature selection process [12]. In particular, the most common
embedded methods make use of decision tree algorithms [21]. Roughly speak-
ing, in a decision tree, each internal node is associated with a feature, and
the values of such feature are used to split the dataset in smaller subsets in
the node’s children. Actually, building a good decision tree implies making
a good feature selection, since a good decision tree puts the most relevant
features near to the root. Thanks to this, a decision three based learning al-
gorithm can perform feature selection and classification simultaneously [31].
Therefore, even if these methods are less computationally expensive and
less prone to overfitting than wrappers, they are still tightly coupled with a
specific learning model.
To sum up, filters are faster than embedded methods, and embedded methods
are in turn faster than wrappers. In terms of overfitting, wrappers have higher
learning capacity so they are more likely to overfit than embedded methods,
which in turn are more likely to overfit than filter methods [7]. Furthermore,
the defining component of an embedded method is a criterion derived from the
deep knowledge of a specific classification function, while the defining component
of a wrapper method is simply the search procedure. In contrast, filter methods
define a heuristic ranking criterion to act as a proxy measure of the classification
accuracy and are independent from any particular classifier, thereby the selected
features will be more generic, having incorporated less assumptions.
Filter methods can be further divided into two classes: univariate-based and
multivariate-based [30]. The former have attracted much attention because of
their low complexity and fast performance for high dimensionality. However, it
is also known that some features discarded by univariate methods may be valu-
able for classification [11], since such methods do not take into consideration
the effects of feature-feature interactions. On the other hand, most of the cur-
rent multivariate methods are bivariate-based filters which are almost based on
entropy (or conditional entropy) and mutual information [3].
In this work we will develop a multivariate feature ranking methodology [38],
by enhancing the filtering procedure shown in [24], where the Pearson correlation
coefficient is used to measure feature dependency. Here, we exploit the mutual
information as a more general correlation coefficient.
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2.1 Mutual Information Algorithms
The mutual information algorithms employed in our FS strategy are all well-
known. Given a set of features X and a classification label c, they extract a
subset S ⊆ X as briefly recalled in the following.
1. minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR) [16] tries to find the
S ⊆ X that has the highest relevance with respect to the target classifi-
cation class c while, at the same time, trying to minimize the information
redundancy. More formally, the mRMR algorithm tries to find the optimal
S to maximize the relevance measure 1|S|
∑
Si∈S I(Si, c) and minimize the
redundancy measure 1|S|2
∑
Si,Sj∈S I(Si, Sj), where I represents the mutual
information between two features.
2. Joint Mutual Information (JMI) [5] is based on conditional MI and selects
features by checking whether they bring additional information to an existing
feature set. This criterion considers second-order interactions between the
features and the target classification c, allowing the detection of features
which, when taken in pairs, provide more information about the output than
the single features. In other words, JMI maximizes the amount I(X, c) −∑
Xi∈S(αI(X,Xi)− βI(X,Xi|c)), where α = β = 1|S| .
JMI comes from the maximization as follows:
XJMI = argmaxXi∈X−S{ui − zi + ci}
3. Double Input Symmetrical Relevance (DISR) method is an updated JMI
which adopts the so called double input symmetrical relevance criterion. It
has shown to be one of the most effective MI-based feature selection cri-
terion as [7]. DISR method select features finding the subset S ⊂ 1, ..., n
that maximizes the mutual information I(XS , Y ) in a greedy manner, the
mutual entropy H(X,Y ), and defines the symmetrical relevance (SR) [26]
where SR(XS , Y ) =
I(XS ,Y )
H(XS ,Y )
, that indicates the concentration of mutual
information between X and Y as follows:
XDISRS = argmaxXS∈X{
∑
Xi∈XS
∑
Xj∈XS
SR(Xi, j, Y )}
4. Mutual Information-based Feature Selection (MIFS) [4] is an iterative algo-
rithm that finds the feature Xi ∈ X that maximizes I(Xi, c) and adds it to
S. This process is repeated until I(Xi, c) lowers beyond a given threshold.
The selection is tuned by a proportional term βI(Xi, S) that measures the
information overlap between the candidate feature and existing features.
5. Conditional Mutual Information Maximization (CMIM) [9,37] criterion har-
ness process select the featureXi ∈ X−S whose minimal relevance I(Xi, Y |Xj)
conditioned to the selected features Xj ∈ XS , is maximal. Then, the minimal
value is retained and the feature that has a maximal minimal conditional
relevance is selected as follows:
XCMIMi = argmaxXi∈X−S{minXj∈XSI(Xi, Y |Xj)}
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to greedily select dominant features.
6. Conditional Information Feature Extraction (CIFE) [1] defines the class-
relevant redundancy Rc(Xi, Xj) = I(Xi, Xj) − I(Xi, Xj |c) as the informa-
tion carried a couple of features Xi and Xj . CIFE is calculated as follows:
I(Xi, c)−
∑
Xj∈S Rc(Xi, Xj).
2.2 The Feature Selection Process
The FS process we developed consists of the two steps described in the following.
Dataset tampering. First, we add to the dataset three new random variables,
with different distributions and independent from the target variable. Then, we
use the six MI algorithms to rank the dataset variables in order of relevance. If
any of these algorithms gives to one of the random variables an high ranking
(with respect to a suitable threshold), it is removed from our algorithm suite.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Value distribution of the three random features.
In particular, we generate three random features as follows:
– The first feature is generated using the make gaussian quantiles function [34]
(with the distribution shown in Fig. 2(a)).
– The second feature is generated using the make blobs function [33] (Fig.
2(b)).
– The third feature is generated using the numpy uniform library function [27]
(Fig. 2(c)).
The distributions of such random variables are very different from the ones
of the real MTA-KDD’19 dataset, so we expect them to be easily identified as
useless for the traffic classification.
To make our experimentation more robust, we apply a 5-fold cross validation,
so we split our extended dataset in five parts, run the mutual information FS
algorithms suite on each part and generate the final ranking by averaging the
ranks obtained in the five experiments. In Tab. 1 we show the results relative to
the three random variables only. The mRMR and MIFS algorithms responded
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Table 1. Random feature rankings.
Algorithm 1st RandFeat 2nd RandFeat 3rd RandFeat
mRMR 29th 35th 36th
MIFS 21st 35th 36th
CIFE 22nd 33rd 34th
JMI 19th 2nd 3rd
CMIM 25th 8th 9th
DISR 6th 1st 2nd
well to the tampering, giving to such random features a low ranking in all the
five experiments. Then we have the CIFE algorithm, which in some experiments
gives to the random variables an higher ranking. We discard the other algorithms,
which performed worse than CIFE.
Backward Feature Elimination. Back to the original dataset, for each al-
gorithm left in our suite after the first step, i.e., mRMR, MIFS and CIFE, we
perform the following:
1. generate the feature ranking on the current dataset features
2. remove the lowest-ranked feature from the dataset
3. evaluate the accuracy, precision and recall metrics obtained using a linear
SVM on the resulting reduced dataset
4. if at least one of the three metrics goes below the threshold γ, stop the
process, otherwise repeat from step 1.
Note that we considered these metrics as quality/stopping criteria as they give
valuable information also on unbalanced datasets as the MTA-KDD’19 [20] that,
being constantly fed with up-to-date malware traces, is likely to contain more
malware than regular traffic (at the time of our experiments, the dataset was
however only slightly unbalanced: 46% vs. 54%). In our experiments, we set
γ = 97% which is a reasonable threshold given the number of samples and the
specific ML model adopted to calculate the metrics.
Fig. 3 shows the accuracy, precision and recall metrics calculated during the
elimination process from 23 to 5 features, using the mRMR and MIFS rankings.
All the performance indicators remain stable above 97% for subsets composed
by 23 or more features, even if MIFS appears slightly less accurate than mRMR.
From 23 to 11 features the metrics start lowering slowly, and finally they quickly
move below 97% when the dataset is reduced to less than 11 features. This
quick decay is visible also in the CIFS metrics (not shown here). Therefore,
we may conclude that 11 is the minimum number of features that allows us to
preserve a reasonable classification accuracy. In the remaining part of this paper,
we will refer to this threshold as the Maximum Dimension Restriction threshold
(MDRt).
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Fig. 3. SVM metrics during backward feature elimination with the mRMR and MIFS
rankings.
Table 2. Accuracy, Precision, and Recall measured after reducing the detaset to 11
features with each MI algorithm ranking.
Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall
mRMR 97.07 97.09 97.07
MIFS 97.06 97.08 97.06
CIFE 88.46 88.70 86.41
JMI 84.35 85.25 84.35
CMIM 88.19 88.52 88.21
DISR 81.27 81.56 81.26
In particular, Tab. 2 reports the metrics measured after reducing the features
to the MDRt using each MI algorithm ranking. Actually, for sake of complete-
ness, we performed the backward elimination experiment with all the six MI
algorithms. The results show that the three algorithms removed in the previ-
ous step would have indeed very bad results in this phase, and that also the
CIFE results in significantly lower metrics than MIFS and mRMR. Therefore,
we removed also the CIFE from out algorithms suite.
Looking in detail at the top-11 feature rankings given by mRMR and MIFS
and reported in Tab. 3, we can see that they contain the same features. In
particular, the top-four features are exactly the same, whereas the remaining
seven are the same but in a slightly different order. Therefore, we extract dataset
composed by the above MDRt features, calling it the Optimized MTA-KDD’19
dataset.
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Table 3. Ranking of mRMR and MIFS on the 11 most relevant features.
mRMR MIFS
Feature Score Feature Score
1st StartFlow 0.3710 StartFlow 0.3516
2nd NumIPdst 0.3417 NumIPdst 0.3193
3rd NumCon 0.3392 NumCon 0.3218
4th NumPorts 0.3101 NumPorts 0.2909
5th MinLenrx 0.2931 FirstPktLen 0.2179
6th FirstPktLen 0.2516 MinLen 0.2134
7th MinLen 0.1327 TCPoverIP 0.0983
8th UDPoverIP 0.1253 MinLenrx 0.0857
9th TCPoverIP 0.0972 DNSoverIP 0.0738
10th DNSoverIP 0.0895 RstFlagDist 0.0615
11th RstFlagDist 0.0687 UDPoverIP 0.0423
2.3 Rank-Relevance Weight and Sensibility Enhancement
To further refine the Optimized MTA-KDD’19 dataset, we assign each feature
f a Rank Relevance-weighted (RRw) score derived as follows:
RRw(f) =
∥∥∥∥∑ni=1 si(f) · avgF1k(i)n
∥∥∥∥
where si(f) is the score given to f by algorithm i (in our case we have n = 2
algorithms), whereas the avgF1ki is the average F1-score (i.e., the weighted har-
monic mean of precision and recall) derived by the k = 5 cross folder validation
on the 11-features dataset obtained with the i-th algorithm ranking. The final
results are normalized in the range (0,1] using a MinMax normalization.
We scale the sample values by multiplying each by the corresponding feature
RRw score, calling the resulting dataset RRw-Optimized MTA-KDD’19 dataset.
Such RRw-based scaling acts as a sensibility enhancing criterion. Indeed,
the most important features are scaled up (having a higher RRw), making them
more relevant to the classifier. From the optimizer point of view, the gradient
will be higher in the directions given by the upscaled features, allowing it to
more quickly reach the minimum classification loss. More formally, in general
the sensibility Ri of a model f(x) relative to a feature xi can be written as:
Ri =
(
∂f
∂xi
)2
using the chain rule, we can show that for a function which is locally differ-
entiable the sensibility for the new transformed dataset will be:
Rwi =
(
∂f(w1x1, ..., wixi, ...wNxN )
∂xi
)2
=
(
wi
∂f
∂xi
)2
= w2iRi
Therefore, weighting a feature enhances the model sensibility to such feature
quadratically to its assigned weight.
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3 Dimensional Reduction through Autoencoder
Our second dataset optimization approach makes use of the ability of AE to
encode data into lower-dimensional codes. Indeed, AE are optimized to learn,
during their training, an efficient, compressed representation of the input data
(obtained by nonlinearly combining such data with different weights) in their
internal bottleneck layer.
Then, if we minimize the reconstruction error (i.e., the error introduced when
decompressing data from the bottleneck layer to the output layer) and the group
sparsity regularization [40] simultaneously, especially in neural networks models
[32], we can extract from, the bottleneck layer a new, smaller set of features
which preserves the intrinsic information of the original data.
To this aim, AE has 33 input and output neurons (as the total number of
features) and, for the bottleneck layer, we choose a size equal to the MDRt de-
rived with the FS methodology (11), which seems to be a reasonable compression
threshold.
The current MTA-KDD’19 dataset contains 64554 samples. We split it in
an 85% training set (54870 samples) and a 15% validation set (9684 samples).
Moreover, the training set is further split into a 15% (8231 samples) testing set
and a 85% learning set (46639 samples). The AE training will be performed
using the learning and validation sets, whereas the testing set (which is never
fed to the network during training) will be used for the final performance tests.
Fig. 4. Autoencoder reconstruction error.
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The AE is trained for 10 epochs as done in [24] but, from Fig. 4, it is possible
to see that the model loss (i.e., the data decompression/reconstruction error)
converges nicely and the error becomes acceptable from the fourth epoch.
3.1 Latent AE MTA-KDD’19 features
Once the training is completed with satisfying results, use the AE as a ”feature
compressor”. To this aim, we feed it with a 33-feature sample and read its
corresponding 11-dimensional latent representation from the bottleneck layer.
(a) RRw OptMTA-KDD Pair Plot (b) AE MTA-KDD Pair Plot
Fig. 5. Comparison between the RRw Optimized MTA-KDD dataset and AE MTA-
KDD’19 dataset.
Fig. 5(a) shows the scatter plot matrix of the RRw-Optimized MTA-KDD’19
features composed by 11 features, from bottom to top, in the following sequence:
NumIPdst, NumCon, NumPorts, MinLenrx, 1stPktLen, MinLen, UDPoverIP,
TCPoverIP, DNSoverIP, RstFlagDist and FinFlagDist. All details about these
features are discussed in [24].
The saliency of features is determined by their relevance, redundancy, and
density distributions. Fig. 5 shows the relation between the features involved
and allow to see on the diagonals the density distributions of the samples. In the
plots, blue dots represent legitimate traffic samples whereas red dots represent
malware samples.
Fig. 5(b) shows the pair plot of the latent AE MTA-KDD’19 features. By
comparing this plot with the one in Fig. 5(a), it is possible to see that the new
set of features is actually different from the original one where the separation
between classes is particularly clear especially in three features. The AE mixed
the distribution of the samples and changed the range of values, creating only
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sporadic small clusters and less outliers with respect to the RRw-Optimized
MTA-KDD’19 dataset. Moreover, it is worth noting that the spikes relative to the
malware traffic have been preserved, whereas legitimate traffic has a Gaussian-
like distribution skewed to the left.
It is worth noting that, in the AE MTA-KDD’19 dataset, all the features are
now relevant, as shown in Fig. 6. Note that, on this kind of dataset, it is now
Fig. 6. Average of Feature Importance with four Decision Trees.
very hard to apply further optimizations (if any), as the connections between
the generated features and the original ones is lost, for this reason it is reported
in the fig. 5(b) with anonymous label from f1 to f11.
4 Experimentation
In this section we show the experiments performed to measure the accuracy
of the Optimized, RRw-Optimized, and AE-generated MTA-KDD’19 datasets.
The experiments performed in [24] on the full 33-features MTA-KDD’19 dataset
will be used as our baseline. Therefore, we reuse the same MLP described in
[24], i.e., a rectangle-shaped fully connected MLP with two hidden layers, both
with 2f neurons (where f which is the number of features in the dataset), and
a single-neuron output layer with sigmoid activation function. Here, obviously,
we set f = 11 in order to shrink the MLP according to the new dataset features
size. The MLP is trained for 10 epochs with batch size equal to 10.
The datasets to evaluate are split following the same criteria introduced in
the AE experiments, that is, 85% train set, further split in a 15% (8231 samples)
test set and a 85% learning set (46639 samples), and a 15% validation set (9684
samples).
To evaluate the model performances with respect to a specific dataset, we
consider its Train Learning Curve (TLC, showing the loss evolution during the
training phase of each epoch, i.e., of how well the model is learning) and its Val-
idation Learning Curve (VLC, showing the loss evolution during the validation
phase at the end of each epoch, i.e., how well the model is generalizing).
The left side (a) of Fig. 7 shows the learning curves of the MLP trained with
the Optimized and RRw-Optimized MTA-KDD’19 datasets. We can see that the
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Fig. 7. TLC and VLC on the Optimized (a) and RRw-Optimized (b) MTA-KDD’19
datasets.
model underfits: the loss continues to decrease at the end of the plot, indicating
that the model is capable of further learning and therefore that the training
process was halted prematurely. With further experiments (not shown here), we
determined that the loss stabilizes after 100 epochs.
The right side (b) of Fig. 7 shows the learning curves of the MLP trained
with the RRw-Optimized MTA-KDD’19 dataset. Here the TLC and VLC evolve
similarly and the neural network loss stabilizes earlier at an acceptable level.
Thus, as expected, re-weighting the dataset helped the classifier.
Fig. 8. TLC and VLC on the AE-Generated MTA-KDD’19 dataset.
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On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows that with the AE-Generated dataset the
error reduction is slower than with the RRw-Optimized one, but at the tenth
epoch the loss is almost stable.
Table 4. Final metrics on the testing set with the Optimized, RRw-Optimized and
AE-Generated MTA-KDD’19 datasets.
Precision TPR TNR FPR FNR FDR Accuracy
Optimized 99.40 99.48 99.31 0.069 0.052 0.060 99.40
RRw-Optimized 99.63 99.61 99.59 0.041 0.039 0.037 99.60
AE-Generated 98.78 99.61 98.60 0.14 0.039 0.12 99.14
Tab. 4 shows the performance metrics measured after the tenth epoch on
the testing set with the three datasets. In particular, the True Positive Rate
(TPR)/True Negative Rate (TNR), and the False Positive Rate (FPR)/False
Negative Rate (FNR) measure the proportion of positives/negatives that are
correctly/wrongly identified, respectively. The False Discovery Rate (FDR) in-
dicates the rejection rate of the false positives [8].
We can see that the RRw-Optimization improves all the metrics. Further-
more, with the RRw-Optimized dataset, the generalization gap (i.e., the distance
between training and validation loss) is minimal. The AE-Generated dataset re-
sults in a triple false positive rate, but its the overall performance metrics, even
if slightly lower, remain acceptable.
5 Conclusions
In the context of machine learning-assisted malware traffic analysis, selecting
a small set of meaningful features to train the classifier is a crucial task [23].
Indeed, the very variable results presented by most of the literature works in
this field may be also due to the use of different combinations of such features.
On the other hand, several feature selection and dimensional reduction al-
gorithms have been presented, and some of them could be profitably applied in
the optimization of the network traffic datasets.
In this paper we present two optimization strategies specifically tailored
to (malware) traffic datasets, and in particular to the newly presented MTA-
KDD’19 dataset [20], which exploit and combine the most promising state-of-the
art feature selection and dimensional reduction approaches.
The experiments show that the first, FS-based optimization approach ex-
ploiting MI is expensive when calculating the feature relevance and the MDRt,
but the corresponding RRw-optimized dataset achieves the highest accuracy. On
the other hand, the second, AE-based optimization reveals a good compromise
between pre-processing time and accuracy of the derived AE-generated dataset.
Therefore, both approaches may be a good choice in specific usage scenarios,
possibly integrated in an anti-virus (AV) or in combination with an intrusion
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detection system (IDS). An offline-trained classifier may profitably exploit the
RRw-optimized dataset because it requires more computational time in the pre-
processing step but it is more efficient with its 99,60% of accuracy. On the other
hand, advanced approaches such as using a MLP as an online-training for a sort
of near real-time detection, and dynamic-training AV and/or IDS, as proposed
in the MTA-KDD’19 project [24], requires the model to be small and fast. In-
deed, the dynamic training requires the model to receive, at regular intervals,
new input samples to train with and thus update its classification capabilities.
Such periodic training must thus be as quick as possible and at the same time
preserves the highest possible accuracy like could be 99,14% achieved from our
AE, so the AE-Generated dataset would be a better choice with the right com-
promise between accuracy detection and time training.
Both the RRw-Optimized and AE-Generated MTA-KDD19 datasets will be
made publicly available as a fork of GitHub repository [2] of the authors. As
a future work, we plan to apply more complex balancing techniques to these
datasets in order to further improve the classification accuracy.
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